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ABSTRACT
One way to achieve faster and cheaper small
satellite missions is to make maximum use of off-theshelf (OTS) technology. OTS subsystems are found in
many small satellite missions, typically configured
within a customized mission-specific space frame.
Theoretically, costs and time-scales can be cut further
by extending the OTS approach to the entire spacecraft,
including mechanics, software and operations. This has
been the objective of many "modular satellite"
programs, including the Surrey Satellite Technology
(SSTL) modular microsatellite bus. Since 1990, the
basic SSTL bus has been applied to 11 missions
carrying a wide variety of payloads into LEO.
Inevitably, however, each mission has payload
unique requirements that prevent the use of a purely
OTS approach. Customers are willing to pay for some
"alterations" totheir OTS microsatellite, as long as the
alterations don't cause unacceptable increases in cost,
schedule, and/or performance risk. The initial difficult
task for the prime mission contractor, payload
customers, and spacecraft supplier is to arrive at a set of
modifications which maximize the mission return while
minimizing the impact on the cost, schedule, and
performance baseline. This process requires a mutual
understanding by all parties of the spacecraft's true
capabilities as well as the payloads' minimum
requirements. It also requires the payload customer to
separate "desirements" from "requirements" and be
willing to trade-off the former to prevent intolerable
increases in cost and schedule. In many cases, with
imagination from all parties, this customization process
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is successful and the resulting mission is still nearly
OTS.
This paper describes the USAF PICOSat
mISSIon, in which the SSTL OTS modular
micro satellite was tailored to accommodate four unique
science payloads from the U.S. Air Force Space Test
Program (STP). This mission was enabled by funding
from the Department of Defense Foreign Comparative
Test Program.
PICOSat, which will be built,
integrated, tested and operated by SSTL in England,
will carry the Polymer Battery Experiment (PBeX), the
Ionospheric Occultation Experiment (lOX), the
Coherent Electromagnetic
Radio
TOmography
(CERTO) experiment, and the Optical Precision
Platform Experiment (OPPEX), making it one of the
most complex microsatellite missions executed to date.
The PICOSat mission will run just 18 months between
contract signing and launch readiness, including all
tailoring of the platform hardware and software to
accommodate the payloads-several of which existed
prior to the commencement of the program. The
methods used to accommodate these payloads and
reach a compromise on cost, risk and experimental
return are of interest to any group undertaking a
multiple-payload small satellite mission based on offthe-shelf technology.
Introduction
PICOSat is the United States Air Force
(USAF) Space Test Program's (STP) first acquisition of
a low-cost, off-the-shelf micro-satellite bus to support
Department of Defense (DoD) space experiments.
Under the sponsorship of the DoD Foreign
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Comparative Test Program, the PICOSat contract was
awarded to Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd. (SSTL),
Guildford England, in May 1997. Structured as a
"tum-key" approach to spaceflight, the PICOSat
acquisition is for all hardware and services necessary
for spaceflight, including: the spacecraft bus,
experiment integration services, mission planning
services, all launcher interfaces and deployment
mechanisms, launch support, on-orbit operations, and

Acronym

payload data retrieval. PICOSat is a "pathfmder"
mission to qualify off-the-shelf micro-satellites for
flying DoD space experiments. It was initiated in an
effort to reduce both mission cost and schedule.
Officially designated STP Mission P97 -1, the
"PICOSat" name was derived from the four experiment
payloads that are manifested on the spacecraft. Table 1
provides a brief summary of these experiments.

Table 1: The PICOSat Experiment Payloads
Experiment Name
Experiment Sponsor

p- PBEX

Polymer Battery
Experiment

I - lOX

Ionospheric Occultation
Experiment

C- CERTO

Coherent
Electromagnetic Radio
TOmography

Naval Research
Laboratory

0- OPPEX

Optical Precision
Platform EXperiment

USAF Research
Laboratory (Phillips Lab)

Johns Hopkins Applied
Physics Laboratory &
Rome Laboratory
Space and Missile
Systems Center

Objective
First space demonstration
of polymer battery
Determine ionospheric
electron profile using GPS
satellite occultation
measurements
Determine ionospheric
electron density using 3frequency beacon and
fixed ground receivers
Demonstrate 20db
vibration isolation from
spacecraft to payload
using active controls

The combined weight of all four payloads is
23 kg. The spacecraft bus is the standard SSTL
"micro-bus"
with
minimal
modifications
to
accommodate the unique payloads and mission
requirements. The total launch weight of the PICOSat
spacecraft (including integrated payloads) will be 66
kg.

PICOSat represents a paradigm shift for DoD
space missions. The mission relies on mutual trust and
open communication between STP and SSTL while
minimizing government direction and interference.
There are many lessons to be learned from such a
mission.
Motiyation

A number of approaches are employed to keep
PICOSat mission cost to an absolute minimum. The
spacecraft design and build minimizes the use of R&D
dollars by using a commercially available off-the-shelf
spacecraft.
Payloads were selected based on
compatibility with the defined spacecraft, rather than
defining the spacecraft around predetermined payloads.
A cost effective secondary launch is being pursued on a
number of US manufactured launch vehicles. Orbital
requirements have been reduced to a minimum in order
to facilitate the broadest range of launch opportunities
and groundstation visibility. The PICOSat spacecraft
and ground station operations will be automated the
maximum extent possible to further decrease mission
costs.

PICOSat represents a new approach to
providing spaceflight for DoD space experiments by
utilizing a non-developmental micro-satellite spacecraft
bus which has proven spaceflight heritage. PICOSat
emphasizes reduced costs, shorter schedule, and
reduced risk by procuring a commercially available
"tum-key" spaceflight service designed around a spaceproven micro-satellite bus. Traditional government
control mechanisms (contract data requirements and
compliance documents) have been eliminated in favor
of contractor-best-practices and utilizing contractorproposed spacecraft performance requirements derived
from the government specified experiment payload
requirements. This approach is consistent with the
"Acquisition Reform" initiatives currently sweeping
through the DoD acquisition process.
2
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Historically, the USAF STP has used two sizeclasses of spacecraft to put experiments in orbit: small
launch vehicle (SLV) class and medium launch vehicle
(ML V) class. SLV class spacecraft, which were
boosted in the past few years by either Pegasus or
Taurus launch vehicles, generally resulted in 24-36
month acquisition programs that totaled $I5-$20M for
spacecraft development, test, and experiment payload
integration. The end result was a 250-750 pound semicustom spacecraft that carried an average of three
experiment payloads to orbit I Since each of these
spacecraft were mostly unique, time and money were
spent on spacecraft design and qualification testing that
could not be leveraged by any other mission.

specific modifications, many dollars and months can be
avoided in spacecraft bus design and qualification
testing. This leads to cheaper missions with shorter
program times, which means more customers'
experiments can be flown at a faster rate. This increase
in customer responsiveness bolsters the overall viability
of the STP. Smaller spacecraft also contribute to
significantly cheaper launch costs, either by dual
manifesting (which cuts the launch cost nearly in half,
as can be done on the Pegasus) or by riding as a
secondary on a larger launch vehicle (which may result
in significantly reduced costs, as is routinely done on
the Ariane 4 and has been demonstrated on the Delta
II.)
Finally, significantly cheaper missions add
flexibility to the STP as a whole. A mission model
designed with multiple new starts each year can be
quickly modified to take advantage of short notice
piggyback opportunities.

MLV class spacecraft were designed for Delta
II class launch vehicles (LV). These programs resulted
in 48-75 month acquisition programs totaling $80-90
million dollars for the same products and services
above. The result was a 5,000-6,000 pound one-of-akind spacecraft that carried an average of seven
experiment payloads to orbit. 2

Since PICOSat is baselined on the nondevelopmental SSTL "Micro-Sat" spacecraft bus, most
contract line items are firm fixed priced. (The only
exception is the launch, to be discussed in greater
detail, which must be subcontracted to a US launch
provider.) It is anticipated that this "commercial"
approach to spaceflight should result in significant cost
and schedule savings for the USAF. As the first "turnkey" microsat mission ever undertaken by STP,
PICOSat is expected to set new standards for better,
faster, and cheaper access to space for DoD science
payloads.

As STP's annual budget began to decline,
commensurate with DoD cutbacks, it became
increasingly difficult to retain this SLVIMLV mission
model for a number of reasons. First, the cost to fly
even a "small" mission ($30-$40M, once the cost of a
launch vehicle and on-orbit operations are included)
became greater than STP's total discretionary budget
for one year (discretionary budget - balance of yearly
funds available for new starts after all continuing
mission commitments and overhead expenses are
subtracted out). Not only does this make it fiscally
impossible to start at least one new mission each year
(which keeps the program viable and customers
interested), but it significantly impacted STP's ability
to take advantage of "targets of opportunity" due to a
A typical target of
lack of funding reserves.
opportunity would be an inexpensive "piggyback" ride
on another DoD, NASA, or commercial spacecraft.
(Using historical data from 1985-1995, the average cost
of one "piggyback" SERB payload to STP was $l.lM-an order of magnitude cheaper than the average perpayload SLY or MLV cost.') Also, high-cost missions
that experience cost and schedule overruns due to
technical development problems end up dominating all
new initiatives, completely eliminating the possibility
of starting new missions or exploiting piggyback
opportunities.

Mission Objectives
The PICOSat mission has two primary
objectives. These objectives trace directly to the two
organizations sponsoring the program.
Objective 1.
Operate the four
experiment payloads listed in Table I
in accordance with their stated
requirements, and return the science
data to the respective Principle
Investigators.
This objective directly supports STP's charter
to provide spaceflight for experimental payloads on the
DoD Space Experiments Review Board (SERB) list.
Each Principle Investigator prepared an Experiment
Requirements Document defming the physical,
environmental, test, and operational requirements of his
payload, which was included in the proposal
solicitation.

The PICOSat mission represents a new
approach to mission modeling for STP which addresses
some of these problems. First, by utilizing "off-theshelf' spacecraft and minimizing the amount of mission
3
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Objective 2, Evaluate a foreign nondevelopmental item which has been
identified as a potentially costeffective and timely alternative to
meet DoD mission requirements.

Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd.
SSTL, owned by the University of Surrey, is a
limited company, set up in 1985 to transfer academic
research and development in space technology to
industry. SSTL provides rapid and cost-effective
satellite missions, and aims to undertake challenging
space projects. The company grew out of the UOSAT
satellite engineering unit in the department of Electrical
Engineering at the University of Surrey in the UK, and
since the early 1980's has pioneered the design and use
of the modem micro-satellite for a wide range of
applications. As of 1997, 12 micro-satellites have been
launched by SSTL, and an additional five microsatellites are currently launch ready or under
construction for launch in 1997-1999 timeframe.
Furthermore, the 300kg UoSAT-12 mini-satellite is
being designed by SSTL for launch in 1998. A
summary of SSTL satellite missions is listed in Table 2.

This objective supports the DoD Foreign
Comparative Test (FCT) program.
If this effort
demonstrates the viability of flying DoD science
payloads on non-developmental microsats, similar
efforts will be implemented in the future. Additionally,
this test project will qualify SSTL to compete with
domestic microsat vendors during any competitive
follow-on programs.
The PICOSat Team
Space Test Program
The STP was charted in 1965 and revalidated
in 1995 by then Secretary of Defense, William Perry.
STP's Program Management Directive4 (PMD) directs
STP "to provide timely spaceflight of Research and
Development (R&D) programs contributing to new or
improved DoD space systems". Since 1967, STP has
flown over 400 Air Force, Navy, Army and other DoD
affiliated experiments on over 122 separate missions.
Each May, STP receives the SERB list of DoD
sanctioned experiments.
STP then applies the
discretionary budget for that particular year to flying as
many experiments on the SERB list as possible. If
experiment requirements and opportunity allow, the
experiment may be flown on the space shuttle or
piggyback on other DoD, commercial and foreign
spacecraft (Mir and International Space Station
opportunities are also becoming available). Shuttle and
piggyback opportunities are extremely cost effective
for STP but they cannot satisfy all experiments needs.
As a result, free-flying spacecraft are required.
Typically, STP funding for free-flyers will cover
studies, procurement of spacecraft, experiment
integration, procurement of the LV, integration onto the
LV, launch, and one year of spacecraft/experiment
operations. To the casual observer, the PICOSat
mission is just another STP mission. In reality, the
mission represents a radical departure from business-asusual for the STP. STP has never before contracted
with a foreign vendor (SSTL) to build a spacecraft,
never before used an off-the-shelf spacecraft bus, and
never before relied so heavily upon contractor best
practices for a mission.

4
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UoSAT-2

'84

Communications, Science and Education

Univ. of Surrey

UoSAT-3

'90

Commercial communication.

VITA, SSTL

UoSAT-4

'90

Earth Observation, Science and Education

SSTL

UoSAT-5

'91

Earth Observation, Science and
Demonstration
Observation, Science and
T ot'hn,,,ln,,v Demonstration

SSTL

o"~'nnlnnv

KitSAT-1

'92

KAIST (South Korea)

lunica~,ons,

Earth Observation, Science and
Demonstration
,ni"·"hn,,,, (medical, disaster relien,

T Ilr'hnt,lnrIV

HealthSat-2

'93

PoSAT-1

'93

Po SAT consortium (Portugal)

CERISE

'95

Alcatel Espace (France)

FASat-Aifa

'95

FASat-Bravo

'97

Chilean Air Force

UoSAT-12

'97

SSTL, ESA, NTU (Singapore)

TMSAT

'97

Thai Microsatellite Company

TiungSAT

'97

Malaysian Government

PICOSat

'99

STP/FCTP (US)

Clementine

'99

1n1":::lTIn,,~

Earth Observation, Science and

Satelife, VITA, Datatrax (US)

Chilean Air Force

Alcalel Espace (France)

Military Communications
Table 2: Summary of the SSTL micro-satellite missions

Typically, each SSTL mission is accomplished
12-18 months from contract signing to flight readiness.
Tum-key missions allow customers to benefit from
SSTL's proven modular satellite platform, Mission
Control Centre and mission operations. These missions
can carry single or multiple payloads. The SSTL
mission philosophy is "low cost, rapid access to space,
with a high degree of flexibility while minimizing
risks".

spacecraft in orbit for at least one year. The payload
data is to be retrieved, pre-processed and distributed
direct to the experimenter. The SSTL Mission Control
Centre in Guildford, England will be employed,
although depending on the final orbit inclination a
remote groundstation may be installed in a more
suitable location. No significant development of the
satellite bus and ground infrastructure will be
necessary.

The PICOSat program is an off-the-shelf, turnkey mission to conduct in-orbit experiments and deliver
the science data direct to the experimenter via the
Internet. It will employ SSTL's space proven microsatellite platform, and SSTL is to accommodate the
four payloads, arrange for a US launch, and operate the

Foreign Comparative Test Program
The DoD FCT program provides funding to
test and evaluate non-developmental items developed
by· US allies to determine if those items can satisfy
DoD mission requirements. FCT is managed by the
5
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Director, Test Systems Engineering and Evaluation,
Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition
and Technology). Established in 1989, FCT is a
continuation of the Foreign Weapons Evaluation
(FWE) and NATO Comparative Testing (NCT)
programs. 5

(usually by using alternative technologies rather than
straight duplication). Reliability is further enhanced by
the ability to reload and re-program the spacecraft
software while in orbit, enabling the satellite to benefit
from software upgrades throughout its operational life.
With no depletables, the satellite lifetime is often
determined by obsolescence of technology rather than
by batteries, radiation damage, or orbital lifetime.

FCT is providing 75% of the funding for the
PICOSat mission. Without their financial investment,
this mission would not have been possible.

PICaSat Customization Process

The SSTL Modular Micro-satellite

Payload Selection Strategy

The SSTL micro-satellite platform, "MicroBus", is based upon the original multi-mission modular
micro-satellite, developed in 1988 and first used for the
UoSAT 3 and 4 flight in 1990. Since 1990, the platform
has undergone a number of evolutionary revisions in
refining system specifications. 6 The Micro-Bus
platform measures approximately 0.69 x 0.36 x 0.36m
in launch configuration. Despite its small size, the
Micro-Bus provides extremely sophisticated on-board
data handling support. Micro-Bus subsystems and
payloads are housed in module trays that can be readily
customized for individual missions and different
launchers. Innovative designs and use of appropriate
levels of leading edge technology throughout the
Micro-Bus platform provides a high packing density
while enabling rapid integration of a wide variety of
payloads. The Micro-Bus design also lends itself to
keeping integration costs at a minimum. Assembly,
integration and test of the micro-satellite is fully
supported by SSTL-manufactured Electrical Ground
Support Equipment; this equipment also forms the basis
of the satellite command station. Both satellite and the
Mission Control Station feature a high degree of
autonomy to keep operating costs at an absolute
minimum.

As previously discussed, STP is chartered to
fly space experiments that are prioritized annually by
the DoD SERB. Starting with a new list of SERB
experiments in May of each year, STP provides
spaceflight for the maximum number of experiments
possible--consistent
with
budget,
spaceflight
opportunities, and experiment rank. Over the period
1985-1995, there were an average of 34 experiment
payloads (not counting payloads specifically requiring
use of the Space Shuttle) prioritized by the SERB each
year. 7
The traditional approach to establishing
payload manifests involved grouping the SERB
experiments into "bundles" using well established
criteria. These bundles represented a first cut at which
payloads might be manifested together on one mission.
The criteria used to bundle experiments included: orbit
requirements (LEO, GEO, polar, etc.), size/mass/power
compatibility (to size a mission in a certain "class" of
spacecraft bus and LV based on budget availability),
science type (space weather, space communication,
remote sensing, etc.) and experiment synergy (where
the combined benefit of flying two experiments
together on one mission is greater than the benefit of
flying each one individually.) After further study and
refmement, these bundles became baseline mission
manifests which would establish the technical
requirements for unique spacecraft development
programs.
Detailed "Experiment Requirements
Documents" were included in solicitations for
proposals to develop, build, test, and deliver an
integrated spacecraft bus, specifically designed to host
that particular experiment payload complement.

One of the most attractive features of the
Micro-Bus is integration flexibility. The Micro-Bus
can be reconfigured for different missions by changing
the tray contents or the stacking order. Typically, 15kg
of payload space is available assuming a total
spacecraft mass of 50kg. In order to keep qualification
costs low, the mechanical structure remains largely the
same from mission to mission; thus, the bus does not
need to be formally re-qualified for each new mission.
Nevertheless each spacecraft goes through an extensive
test campaign, including thermal vacuum, vibration,
electro magnetic and mass properties.

The PICOSat mission departs from this
conventional model in that a non-developmental
spacecraft is chosen a priori, and the list of SERB
experiments is then screened for suitable payload
candidates. Rather than developing a unique bus for a
pre-determined
experiment
payload
manifest,
experiments are chosen for spaceflight consideration

Reliability in orbit is achieved by the use of a
highly integrated, layered system architecture, with
operational redundancy provided wherever practicable
6
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based on their compatibility with the capabilities
(physical size, available power, attitude control, etc.) of
existing spacecraft.
Once candidate missions are
assembled (which should nominally consider all microsatellites available on the market), they can be
prioritized using criteria, such as: SERB experiment
rank, expected mission cost, demonstrated spacecraft
reliabilitylheritage, amount of customization required,
launch vehicle compatibility, etc.

available power, even though it may have "desired" to
operate continuously.
A similar technique can be
applied to downloading the payload's science data.
Since many micro-sats have limited downlink
capability (UHF instead of S-Band), the payloads must
accept a fewer number of observations or sensor
measurements so that the data can be buffered for
transmission over multiple ground support contacts.
Both of these techniques are employed on PICOSat.

Certainly, we do not suggest that an off-theshelf micro-satellite approach is prudent for all types of
space missions, nor do we contend it will satisfy all of
STP's spaceflight requirements.
Some sensors and
equipment will simply be too largelmassive to be
Other
accommodated by a micro-satellite.
requirements such as power, pointing, attitude
knowledge, TT&C, etc., may be beyond the capabilities
of microsats well into the foreseeable future. It is
obvious, however, that this same approach to avoiding
design and qualification testing costs associated with
one-of-a-kind spacecraft development can be applied to
any size spacecraft. In fact, STP is currently planning a
mission around a 1,000 pound non-developmental
spacecraft.

The bottom line is a realization that: (1)
"scientific" payloads do not need to operate with the
same duty cycle, sensor data turn-around, expected
lifetime, reliability margins, etc., as do "operational"
payloads like GPS, DSP, and SPOT; and (2) getting at
least some of the desired science data is usually
preferred to not getting any--i.e., not flying at all.
There is an opportunity cost associated with high
technology payloads if delayed long enough there is no
need to fly the payload because it has been overcome
by events.
The second factor that supports an off-theshelf spacecraft approach which is somewhat peculiar
to the STP process, is the availability of a large 'pool'
of payload candidates to choose from for any given
mission. An assessment of SERB and STP mission
statistics from 1985-1995 reveals that even if STP
doubled its efficiency in launching experiments each
year, only 62% of all SERB payloads would ever be
flown. 8 This is due to the discrepancy between the
large number of Principle Investigators within DoD
who want to get hardware flown in space and the
limited resources allocated to do so. Thus, given the
current budget environment, STP mission planners will
always have a large supply of payload candidates to
choose from.

We shall now address the two factors that
support the feasibility of an "off-the-shelf' spacecraft
strategy not only for the STP, but possibly all space
science missions in general. The first is to minimize the
number of absolute "requirements" inherent to many
space science experiments, thereby increasing
flexibility for manifesting an experiment on a
spacecraft. Principle Investigators often have a great
deal of flexibility in packaging their payloads. What
was originally envisioned as one large experiment may
be broken down into small pieces that can be flown on
multiple smaller spacecraft. For example, technology
demonstration payloads can be sized specifically for a
small spacecraft bus without any sacrifice of
experiment objectives. The PBEX experiment on
PICOSat is an excellent example of this. PBEX can be
flown in different configurations (integrated power
source with a solar panel, sized differently, different
power characteristics, etc.); the final configuration 1
version of the experiment was decided after the
spacecraft bus was chosen.

Although having a large "pool" of payload
candidates may seem somewhat artificial to the STP,
there may be other situations to which it applies. A
university (or academic consortium) with a back-log of
student research experiments to fly may be one
example. Although some experiments' "desirements"
may be sacrificed when forced to accept the limitations
of an existing spacecraft, the overall scientific benefit
might be greater if more experiments were flown on
more missions.

Also, it has been empirically observed by STP
mission planners that scientific payloads tend to have
very few "requirements," but many "desirements." A
payload that initially specified an orbit average power
requirement of 30 watts may fmd a creative way to
operate with less if only 20 watts are available. Thus a
payload may be duty cycled based on spacecraft

The best way to capture this concept is to view
it in terms of the Pareto Principle, also known as the
"80/20 rule." Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923) was an
Italian economist and sociologist who observed that
80% of his nation's wealth was held by only 20% of its
people. Over time, the 80/20 ratio has been applied
7
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more widely, to include: 80% of complaints come
from only 20% of customers, 80% of system failures
are caused by only 20% of the failure modes, and 80%
of the work is done by 20% of the workers. Pareto's
rule is now expanded to spaceflight costs vs. payload
requirements. This is depicted graphically in Figure 1
where a developmental, one-of-a-kind spacecraft
mission ("baseline") is compared with a nondevelopmental, off-the-shelf mission ("80% solution").

Supporting this chart with statistical data
would be impossible, since "80% of baseline
requirements" cannot be determined mathematically.
Also, the 80/20 ratio is just a rule-of-thumb and not
meant to apply exactly to all cases. But the overall
concept, analogous to the "Law of Diminishing
Returns" in engineering design, is empirically
supportable.
Payload Selection Process

Baseline Approach

100%

Unlike the traditional manifesting process
described above, the PICOSat manifesting process
began with a "quick-look" evaluation of the SSTL
Microsat's capabilities. This was easily accomplished
by reviewing the open literature, vendor brochures, and
the World Wide Web. Also, an informal dialog was
established with SSTL concerning the general
capabilities of their Microsat bus. Using these "quicklook" bus capability parameters as selection criteria,
STP mission planners screened the 31 experiments
ranked by the 1996 SERB and found seven that
warranted further consideration. These payloads are
summarized in Table 3.

0% +----''--Requirements

Cost

Figure 1: "80/20" Requirements vs Cost
Experiment Payload
SERB
Mass
Candidate
Rank
(kg)
CEASE

1

ADS

8

OPPEX

16

CERTO

18

lOX

22

SOBEDS

23

ET

27

Dimensions
(cm)

Description

Solid state particle telescope and 3 solid state
detectors used as dosimeter and single event
upset detector.
(Has synergy with SOBEDS)
Three instrument suite (accelerometer, mass
23
28 x 43 x45
spectrometer, and density sensor) used to
measure satellite drag.
Six degree-of-freedom vibration isolation
17
35 x 35 x 16
platform.
Three-frequency beacon used to determine
10 x 7 x 2
1.5
ionospheric electron density using tomography.
+ antenna
(Has synergy with lOX)
GPS receivers used to measure jono-spheric
21x21x4
4
electron density by observing GPS satellite
15 x 9 x 5
occultations.
+ antennae
(Has synergy with CERTO)
Multiple sensor, space radiation diagnostic
6 units
5
experiment.
(6400 em3 total)
(Has synergy with CEASE)
Spacecraft charge detection and dissipation
10
12 x 16 x 20
experiment.
+ 4 booms
..
Table 3: Imttal PICOSat Payload CandIdates

1

lOx lOx 10

STP also continued its informal technical interchange
with SSTL on the Micosat bus capabilities. This was
greatly facilitated by an on-site visit to SSTL

STP continued to research the technical
requirements and production schedule of these seven
candidates with their respective Principle Investigators.
8
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(sponsored by the FCT Program), which allowed faceto-face meetings with SSTL's technical staff as well as
tours of the spacecraft production, test, and operations
overall risk of non-compatibility with the facilities. As
a result of this second round of payload candidate
screening, the seven candidate experiments were
Experiment Payload
Integration Risk
Candidate
Assessment
CERTO

Low

CEASE

Low

OPPEX

LowlMed

lOX

Med

SOBEDS

High

ADS

ET

ranked in terms of Microsat bus. The flexibility of
each experiment's orbit requirements was also
considered in this analysis since spacecraft launch
would be as a "secondary" on a yet to be identified
mission. The overall risk assessments and specific risk
issues for each candidate is summarized in Table 4.
Orbit Requirement
Risk Areas

Al!: > 400km

None

- Data bus compatibility
(CAN interface)
Data bus compatibility
(CAN interface)
- High data requirement
- Requirement for vibration
source
- Pointing (3-axis preferred)
- Very high data req'ts

- Physical integration
(Size & number of units)
- Data req'ts I interface
High
Physical integration
(Size & mass)
- Power requirement
- Pointing (3-axis required)
High
Physical integration
(4 deployable booms in
tetrahedral configuration)
- Pointing (3-axis required)
Table 4: Expenment CandIdate RISk Assessment

Inc: Desired: Low
Acceptable: Any
High radiation
Any

Alt: > 400-2000km
Inc: Desired: 55°
Acceptable: Any
High Radiation

Any

Any

purpose of this meeting was to revisit SSTL Microsat
bus capabilities, review and resolve (if possible) the
outstanding integration issues of the remaining four
payload candidates, and select a fmalized experiment
payload complement. Each Principle Investigator was
asked to identify those "desirements" that could be
traded in an attempt to reach an "80% solution" which
could be executed within the cost and schedule goals of
the program. As a result of the two day MPWG, it was
determined that all four experiments (see Table 1)
would be included on the fmal manifest. The design
compromises and "desirements" traded-off made by
each experiment are summarized in Table 5.

Following this assessment, SOBEDS, ADS,
and ET were eliminated from further consideration due
to the risks identified above. Since another spaceflight
opportunity was identified for CEASE which
guaranteed it a high radiation orbit, it too was no longer
considered for this mission.
During this period, another experiment was
added by the SERB out of the normal cycle. This
experiment, PBEX, was small (l4cm x 14cm x 3cm),
lightweight (0.5 kg) and would accept any orbit. An
ideal candidate for a micro-sat mission, PBEX was
immediately added as a candidate for this mission.
As the final step towards arriving at a payload
manifest and preliminary mission design, a fonnalized
Mission Planning Working Group (MPWG) was
conducted with STP, SSTL, and the Principle
Investigators for each of the remaining candidate
payloads (PBEX, lOX, CERTO, and OPPEX). The
9
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Experiment

Design Compromises and "Desirements" Trade-Off

PBEX
lOX

- None. (Size and simplicity of experiment didn't require any.)
- Minor repackaging to allow integration in SSTL Microsat payload
module.
spinning
- Re-mechanized to make GPS satellite occultation observations on slowly
spacecraft.
- Duty cycled operation (approximately 50%) due to limited power budget and ability to
buffer and download large quantity of science data.
- Replaced RS-422 databus with SSTL Microsat Controller Area Network (CAN) databus.
- Operation prohibited during ground support contacts due to beacon
interference with Microsat uplink and downlink frequencies.
Isolation electronics added for protection against spacecraft downlink transmission.
- Duty cycled operation (approximately 50%) due to limited power budget.
- Slightly reduced platform footprint to fit within the SSTL Microsat main
payload compartment.
- Minor repackaging of control electronics to fit in SSTL Microsat
payload module.
- Electromagnetic "shaker" incorporated to demonstrate experiment's vibration isolation
capability since the normal Microsat environment is too benign.
- Replaced MIL-STD-1553 databus with SSTL Microsat Controller Area Network (CAN)
databus.
Table 5: Expenment Reqwrements Compronuses

CERTO

OPPEX

Additional details on the preliminary integrated
spacecraft design, and unique PICOSat spacecraft
customization are contained in the next section.
Description of the Customized Spacecraft
The PICOSat mission will employ the latest
revision of the Micro-Bus platform, as used for the
FaSAT, TMSAT and TiungSat missions. In order to
keep cost at a minimum, most PICOSat design tradeoffs
where made at the payload level. The spacecraft will
have no further mechanical modifications than
enhancing the structural strength to bring the total
satellite mass up to 66kg, providing an external box on
the -Z facet· to accommodate additional payload
electronics / payload antenna mounting and, simple

internal modifications to accommodate the payload.
The satellite structure is formed by the stack of modular
trays which contain the electronic subsystems and some
payload components.
The configuration of the
spacecraft module stack is illustrated in Figure 2,
showing the space in three of the modules is reserved
for use by the payloads. The module trays, once bolted
together, form the satellite structure. Four body
mounted GaAs solar panels are bolted around the stack
and the 'bottom' or +Z facet is used for the separation
system and gravity gradient boom mount. The Earth
Observation Compartment (EOC)
and
Earth
Observation Platform (EOP) between the 'top' or -Z
facet of the satellite is used to accommodate the bulky
OPPEX payload.
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Figure 2: Mechanical configuration
• Attitude Determination, Control and Safety
module

The bus comprises the following electronics modules,
which are described further in the next sections:
• Battery module
• Uplink: module
• Downlink: module
• Power module
• Telemetry and Telecommand module
• On-Board Computer module

A summary of specifications can be found in Table 6.
The power system is unmodified from
previous Micro-Bus missions, being centralized and
series regulated. The power system is comprised of
11
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GaAs solar panels, NiCd battery, a battery charge
regulator and a power conditioning and distribution
system. The panels deliver a peak power of 50W, the
battery is comprised of 10 "F"-size cells with a nominal
voltage of 14V. The power conditioning and
distribution system employs solid state switches with
resettable fuses. Depending on the orbit, a continuous
orbit-average power of around 22 W can be sustained
for PICOSat, of which 5W is used by the standard bus
systems.

bus, with a maximum bus speed of IMbps. Each
network node employs a micro-controller, with ROM,
digital and analog I/O.
The primary OBC employs an 80C186 CPU
running at 7MHz, with 768kbytes of EDAC protected
program RAM, a redundant set of bootstrap ROMs and
16Mbytes of data memory. The primary OBC is based
on a design flown on all missions since UoSAT-3. The
secondary OBC uses an 80386EX CPU operating at 24
MHz, with 4 Mbytes of EDAC-protected program
RAM and a special bootstrap ROM. It also carries a
64Mbyte solid-state RAMDISK. The processor is
complemented by an 80387 coprocessor. Some new
software will be developed to run under the standard
multi-tasking operating system; this software will be to
specifically operate the PICOSat payloads.

Communications for telemetry, telecommand
and payload operations are provided by using the
standard error-protected digital packet communications
at VHF and UHF rates of 9.6kbps and 38.4kbps
respectively. The RF links employ shaped FSK
modulation through a highly efficient power amplifier.
A canted turnstile antenna system is employed for
T&C; using flexible blades, it is designed to provide
linear polarization. The CERTO payload radiates RF at
frequencies very close to the up and downlink bands.
In order to minimize the threat of receive system
interference from CERTO, nulling filters will be
included in the receive system to ensure the satellite
can always be commanded.

The Micro-Bus ADC system is designed for
cost-effective Earth pointing.
The micro-satellite
platform employs a combination of passive gravity
gradient stabilization, and active closed loop damping
to maintain the payload platform Earth or space
pointing to within ± 1o. A yaw spin with a period of 10
minutes is typically maintained to provide an effective
means of passive thermal control. During routine
operation, the ADC system is managed by the
housekeeping OBC.
Attitude restitution is also
provided by the OBC, providing attitude knowledge to
±1 ° in roll and pitch, and ±3 in yaw. Attitude is
determined using a combination of analog sun-sensors
and 3-axis magnetic field sensors. Attitude control is
provided by a gravity gradient boom and redundant
three axis magnetic coils, or magnetorquers which can
be activated to react against the Earth's magnetic field.
Closed loop control of attitude is performed by a
software Kalman filter, which compares spacecraft
dynamics as measured by the sensors vs. those
predicted and generates the actuator outputs.

The On-Board Data Handling (OBDH) system
is comprised of the Telemetry & Telecommand system,
the On-Board Computers (OBC) and the On-Board
Local Area Networks. The telemetry sub-system
provides a means for monitoring analog and digital
quantities throughout the satellite and is highly flexible.
When no OBCs are available (e.g., immediately after
launch, or during software reloading), the central
telemetry sub-system can gather, format and downlink
During
telemetry frames to the groundstation.
autonomous operation, any of the OBCs can receive
telemetry readings for storage, formatting and
downlinking, or use telemetry data in real-time
calculations and analysis. The telemetry sample period
and the contents of downlinked telemetry frames can be
changed at any time during the mission.
The
telecommand system permits satellite bus systems and
payloads to be controlled via the uplink or any OnBoard Computer. Telecommand lines are latched
digital outputs. Four redundant command decoders
receive telecommand request frames from any of the
input sources. The telemetry and telecommand
capabilities of the platform are increased by a Local
Area Network (LAN). The LAN uses the Controller
Area Network (CAN) system (ISO 11898 & 11519-1).
This extends the centralized T&C system with a
distributed system and eases integration of payloads
with diverse and complex telemetry and command
intenaces. The CAN employs an asynchronous serial
12
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System
Orbit

Description
To be determined
Operational lifetime
Dimensions (launch config.)
Mass
Interface
Solar Panels
Orbit average power
Battery capacity
Depth of Discharge
Redundancy

Mechanical

.

Power

ADCS

Telemetry &
Telecommand

OBDH

Comms

Navigation
Operations
scheduling
Environmental
Software

Specification
LEO
1 year, 3 year goal
690 x 360 x 360mm
65.7kg
9" Marman V-slit clamp band
Four body mounted GaAs panels
22W
10 cell NiCd battery, 14V, 6Ah.
25%
Dual Battery Charge Regulator
Dual Power Conditioning Module
Dual Power Distribution System
Sun sensors, Earth Sensor ,Magnetometer
Magnetorquer, Gravity Gradient Boom
Nadir pointing ±5° *
0.6°/s typical
±5° in roll and pitch, ±100 in yaw (3-0')
Magnetometers, Magnetorquer
64 command and 72 status lines.
64 channels, 12bits, 0-5V inputs
Uplink, OBC and CAN
Micro-controllers, CAN
80C186, 16Mbyte RAM, 7MHz
80386EX, 32Mbyte RAM, 25MHz, coprocessor
CAN, 1Mbps packet (4kbyte/s continuous file
transfer)
OBCs and CAN
9k6 CPFSK, VHF Space Operations band
9k6 and 38k4 CPFSK, UHF Space Operations band
Uplink and downlink
±lkm, updated weekly
Is sampling programmable

Sensors
Actuators
Attitude control (pitch Iroll)
Yaw spin control
Attitude Knowledge
Redundancy
Hardwired digital i/o
Hardwired analogue i/o
Interfaces
Redundancy
Primary processor
Secondary processor
Local Area Network
Redundancy
Uplink
Downlink
Redundancy
NORAD 2-line elements
On-board Whole Orbit Data
Surveys
On-board clock
Thermal
radiation
Operating system

updated daily from groundstation, ±ls
0-50°C (internal)'
standard SSTL software

Table 6: PICOSat specifications

• These are typical performance figures, and the [mal figure will depend on the orbit.
Launch Considerations

mission found a cost effective space launch. The cost
of
SSTL's previous missions with Ariane was
immediately attractive to STP, but a flight with Ariane
would not be allowed by National Space Transportation
Policy9 (NSTP). STP is effectively barred from taking
advantage of foreign launches by the NSTP. Under this
policy, no funds can be spent to launch DoD spacecraft

Launch Mode
From the program's inception, it was obvious
that PICOSat would be launched as a secondary
payload.
All the cost savings achieved in
manufacturing the spacecraft would be lost unless the

13
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on foreign launch vehicles. Thus, PICOSat must be
launched from the US by a US-built launch vehicle.

through the separation plane). The Shuttle launch
option was shelved to devote more time and energy to
finding acceptable secondary margin on an expendable
launch vehicle.

Ideally, the fmal PICOSat orbit will be above
625 km to ensure a 3 year mission life during solar
max, and 40 to 70 degrees in inclination (considering
experiment desires (Table 3) and SSTL groundstation
visibility). If the PICOSat mission does not fmd a ride
matching these orbit parameters, consideration will be
given to relaxing the inclination limit and conducting
operations
through
a remote
TBD
located
groundstation.

Currently, there are two prospective launches
identified for PICOSat in mid-to-Iate 1999. Both
launch opportunities will potentially fall in the $2 to
$2.5M range. In the event, a timely launch can not be
secured for PICOSat, bus and experiment compliment
can be easily stored for future launch opportunities.

Candidate Launch Vehicles
STP investigated the use of the Space Shuttle
for launching PICOSat. The Shuttle would be an ideal
platform to launch PICOSat if it provided a suitable
orbit. The Shuttle is capable of flying to the required
altitude (31Onm) and inclination (greater than 40 deg),
but in order to do so would require impacting the
Shuttle manifest during Space Station construction-which is not very likely to happen. The standard
Shuttle release mechanism for payload bay spacecraft
would also require significant modification to
accommodate the unique characteristics of the stowed
gravity gradient boom (the stowed boom extends

One
dominant driver for the SSTL
microbus design has been the Ariane Structure for
Auxiliary Payloads (ASAP) on the European Ariane 4.
ASAP promises regular, cost effective secondary
launch opportunities for small, light payloads. On
ASAP, the secondary payloads are carried alongside the
prime payload as illustrated in Figure 3. Consequences
of riding ASAP are constraining spacecraft mass to
50kg and optimizing the available volume (dictating a
slender spacecraft shape).
The slender shape of
spacecraft has also been suitable for ad-hoc

Figure 3: Secondary payloads carried on the Ariane~4 ASAP (V59)
accommodation in ,the spare volume between the main
payload and the aerodynamic launcher fairing; this
configuration has been employed on the two Delta
launches for UoSAT-l and -2, and the Cyclone launch
of FaSAT-Alfa. The FaSAT-Bravo, TMSAT, and
TiungSat micro-satellites will all be launched between
the main payload and aerodynamic fairing on a Zenit.

often in the space between the main payload and the
top of the fairing (with the main payload making best
use of the available diameter of the fairing), within the
typically short but wide secondary space on the US
small launch vehicles, or within the conical launch
adapter for the main payload. Clearly, these
opportunities favor a disc-shaped spacecraft, reducing
the available launch options. The requirement for
fitting rigid external antennas on top of the satellite
structure for the lOX and CERTO payloads compound
the problems with finding a suitable launcher.

As a US DoD satellite, PICOSat is required to
be launched on a US launch vehicle. It was found that
for most potential US launchers the available volume is
14
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Another major challenge is finding an
economical launch. Preliminary indications are that the
PICOSat launch costs may exceed the satellite bus cost!
Were there no dictated US launch requirements, SSTL
would most likely explore the more economical launch
opportunities that are currently available in CIS, on the
Cosmos, Cyclone or Zenit launchers (previous SSTL
satellites have been placed in orbit for less than
$500,000).
Furthermore, various other non US
opportunities will arise by the end of the century on
launchers currently in their early development stage,
particularly Start, Rockot and Shtil. The PICOSat
mission is quite tolerant to orbital parameters (although
the payloads do have preferences), as such, it would
also be able to make use of many flights-of-opportunity
on existing European, Japanese, Israeli, Indian or
Chinese launchers, as well as tests flights for new
launchers such as the Spanish Capricornio, or Brazillian
VLS.

case performance of the bus, SSTL proposes to use
autonomous on-board payload resourcing, using a
simple set of rules in a software task. Downlink data
capacity can be managed by maintaining an on-board
downlink buffer. Experiments can continue to generate
data, up to the point where the buffer fills up and the
experiment is switched off until memory space is
available again.
Similarly, electric power can be
allocated based on the battery state of charge and
setting a limit to its depth of discharge. Under this
scheme of operations, the spacecraft operators are able
to concentrate on the broad objectives of the
experiment, without being tasked to budget the
available resources.
For instance:
PBEX and lOX always prefer to be switched
on. CERTO must be switched off in view of the
groundstation so as not to interfere with the downlink.
A number of experiment 'modes' are identified where a
certain payload will receive priority; OPPEX requires
an extended period of testing, however other payloads
could be switched on while resources remain. In the
"OPPEX mode",
the OPPEX experiment would
receive priority. In each mode, experiments will get the
most out of the available spacecraft resources (as
dictated by the broad objectives). These objectives and
modes can be defined well before the spacecraft is
manufactured, and are not strictly determined by the
spacecraft actual performance and orbit. Finally, this
degree of autonomy will also reduce mission running
costs.

Orbit Requirements

The selection of PICOSat payloads ensured
tolerance to orbital parameters, increasing the chances
of mission success. Two PICOSat payloads (PBEX and
OPPEX) do not have any specific orbital requirements.
PICOSat is to be launched into LEO with preferred
orbital height between 625 and 1100km, the lower limit
is set to provide more than three years orbital lifetime.
A wide range of inclinations are acceptable for the
PICOSat mission, but the Mission Control Station in
Surrey
(located at 51 degrees latitude) restricts
inclination to orbits visible from the groundstation. In
order to combine maximum payload data retrieval from
orbit and available launch opportunities, a secondary
groundstation is being considered by STP. PICOSat is
launch ready in Nov 1998 and a launch is being sought
via RFP.

Ground Stations

The SSTL Mission Control Station (Figure 4)
is capable of tracking and operating multiple SSTL
spacecraft in orbit.
It offers satellite tracking,
commanding, telemetry, payload data recovery and
storage. It also permits full operation of the Store and
Forward communications systems on board some SSTL
satellites.

Operations Concept
Apart from PBEX, the on-board payloads are
each capable of completely utilizing one or more of the
limited on-board resources.
lOX is capable of
generating in excess of 50Mbytes per day, OPPEX
consumes more power than the available orbit-average,
and CERTO must share the uplink and downlink bands
with the spacecraft T &C up and downlinks. The
experiments are therefore activated and deactivated to
maintain their data generation and resource
consumption within respective system budgets.

SSTL supplies groundstations to its customers
worldwide, however for turn-key missions like
PICOSat, it is often desirable to use the existing SSTL
groundstation (located in Surrey), and establish
schedules to distribute payload data via electronic mail.
The SSTL groundstation employs three independent
systems for tracking up to 10 satellites (as of 1997) and
as such, must be used on a time-shared prioritized
basis. The groundstation offers a high degree of
autonomy and does not require operators to be present
on a continuous basis. The standard groundstation

Scheduling the operations ahead of launch
would be quite a challenge, even if the orbit were
known. Rather than basing the schedules on the worst
15
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comprises a radio frequency front end, an antenna mast
with tracking VHF and UHF antennas, a data
processing device for the VHF/UHF transceiver,

modems, Terminal Node Controllers, a 19" rack
controller equipment rack, and 5 PCs on a local area
network. (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Mission Control Groundstation at SSTL

At the heart of the groundstation is a tracking
computer running custom written tracking software
under DOS or windows NT. The tracking computer is
augmented by a GPS receiver for precise time keeping.
A priority based set of rules is used for the tracking
antennas. The antenna tracking computer calculates
Azimuth and Elevation angles for pointing the
antennas, and Doppler compensates the uplink and
downlink frequencies in the transmitter and receiver.
NOR-AD two line keplerian element sets are used as the
basis for tracking, although some satellites such as
PoSAT -1 have demonstrated the capability of
autonomous in-orbit orbit determination using an onboard GPS receiver. NORAD 2-line element sets can
also be uploaded to the satellite for distribution to other
large and small groundstations in the same network.
The lOX experiment contains a GPS receiver and may
permit a similar means of orbit determination for
PICOSat.

The tracking computer is connected via a
Local Area Network to three other computers. A
telemetry computer displays real time analog and
digital status points. A command computer permits low
level commanding of the spacecraft, and a payload
support computer allows high level commanding,
program loading and execution, and payload specific
operations. Each computer can perform any of the
required functions. Finally, a single archive machine
connects to the LAN, and stores telemetry and payload
files on an optical storage drive.
The data switching and control logic for the
antennas and radio equipment is achieved by the
groundstation controller. It is a 19" rack system, which
also contains a commercial communications
transceiver, modems, terminal node controllers, eyepattern monitor and RF power meter.
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Figure 5: Mission Control Groundstation block diagram

Satellites in Low Earth Orbit require a high
degree of autonomy, as they are out of range of the
groundstation for extended periods. The SSTL microsatellites carry autonomous attitude control systems,
housekeeping and payload operation. With satellite
passes occurring regularly over 24 hours, a high degree
of groundstation autonomy is of paramount importance
in order to keep operational costs of an inexpensive
satellite mission to a minimum. Telemetry and payload
data is automatically retrieved, analyzed and archived.
Any potential anomalies such as telemetry values out of
the expected range or the failure to receive telemetry
during a pass will trigger the generation of a small
formatted message which is relayed to a pager.

miSSIOn. If the PICOSat mission successfully
demonstrates the viability of using off-the-shelf
spacecrafts to DoD space science missions, then STP
will pursue this strategy of using proven, off-the-shelf
spacecraft for future R&D missions; the use of one-ofa-kind spacecraft and the subsequent inability to
leverage the developmental cost must be kept to an
absolute minimum.
The flexibility afforded by having numerous
payloads available during the payload selection process
may make the PICOSat mission seem unique, By
pooling payloads together, universities, scientific
institutions and governments can achieve the same
flexibility as well.

As stated earlier, the SSTL groundstation is
located at 51 degrees latitude. Depending on the orbit
selected for PICOSat, an option of a remote
groundstation in New Mexico or Colorado is being
considered (to increase the amount of payload data
retrieved).
Summary

Presently, DoD is barred from taking
advantage of extremely cost effective secondary launch
opportunities available in the world market STP is
actively campaigning for a service similar to the Ariane
ASAP on the next generation USAF medium lift
launcher (Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle),
Cradle-to-grave economy for small spacecraft will only
be realized by the DoD when cost effective secondary
launch opportunities are available.

Currently, the PICOSat mission is very much a
"work in progress." All of the team members believe
the approach taken to-date represents the most logical,
economical, and allowable path to accomplish the
17
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multiple experimental payloads on off-the-shelf
spacecraft, program managers must determine
individual payload. minimum objectives and work to
satisfy these objectives exclusively.

The primary lesson learned so far from the
PICOSat mission is experiment "desirements" must be
culled from experiment requirements. Tradeoffs must
be made at the payload level. In order to facilitate
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